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Hello SyteLine User Network members. By now, I’m 
sure you are aware of the upcoming Infor and SyteLine 
User Network merged conference.  A great deal of effort 
went into planning this combined event, and it should 
be a really BIG show! 

The hotels are filling up quickly! We advise you to not wait 
any longer to make your reservations.  This conference is 
going to have it all – SyteLine education sessions, network-
ing between users, and great entertainment - all in one 
huge location. 

Infor has extended our members a generous discount.  
Two or three people from your company 
can attend for the price of one, 
as long as your firm is a paid 
SUN member. Check out the 
details and join today at 
www.sytelineusernetwork.
com!

New Developments 

in the Group    
We will be electing a new 
president at the conference.  You 
should be receiving ballots in the mail shortly.   Please vote 
and return these as soon as possible.   Each company gets 
one vote.  

I am also happy to report that SUN Members will have 
the opportunity to provide valuable feedback to Infor.   
Members can use our SUN website’s Enhancement Voting 
feature, which should be operational within the next 
month. What’s more, after years of asking, Infor has 

agreed to review your input 
and use it to help prioritize 

writing future software enhancements.  As the expression 
goes…”Membership has its benefits!”

Plan for the Fall

As a result of numerous requests, the SyteLine User 
Network will have an event in Atlantic City. It is tentatively 
scheduled for October 8th-11th.  We are planning a smaller 

version of the originally planned Spring Conference 
with all the agenda items you expect, such 

as – education and discussion sessions 
in collaborattion with Infor, other 

users and business partners. 
More details will follow so 
mark your calendar and get 
ready for the fall.

Wait! There is still more!  

  • We plan to schedule 2 to 3 local 
meetings for the late summer/early fall. 

• We are planning even more enhancements to the 
SUN website.   
• A day-long “Everything SyteLine” event is also in the 
planning stages  

More information to follow… As you can see there is a lot 
going on and there is more to come.   Because of all of you, 
it keeps working!

Thanks and cheers, Bruce.

Acting President,
Syteline User 
Network
Bruce Carter

          A Message from the    
                 SyteLine President...

“Because the 

Inforum Conference 

and the SUN Conference 

were scheduled in consecutive 

weeks, we did not want you 

to have to make a choice.”
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Most midsized manufacturing companies have a process 
for developing estimates of the future demand for their 
products and developing a plan to meet this anticipated 
demand.  The cliché “failing to plan is a plan for failure” 
certainly applies to manufacturers.   But, not all manu-
facturers need to “Forecast” inventory requirements and 
not all manufacturers benefit from a formal 
Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP) 
process.   

For instance a job shop 
that carries little inventory 
and buys materials to the 
customer’s job has little 
need for forecasting.   
Low volume manufac-
turers with simple supply 
chains have little need for 
S&OP.  Conversely, long lead 
times, high volume, high dollar 
inventory and capacity constraints can 
make profitability very difficult for a company 
that does not forecast inventory needs and follow a 
process for production planning and balancing supply 
and demand.   

So what manufacturing environments benefit most from 
Forecasting or Sales & Operations Planning?  Since the 
terms “Forecasting“ and “S&OP” mean different things 
to different companies, I will start by explaining these 
terms based on how they are applied using SyteLine, 
now known as Infor10 ERP Business.

“Forecasting” In the SyteLine world
“Forecasting” refers to the process of creating 
unit forecasts for the specific items that you sell 
(or you can forecast components if you are a job 
shop or ETO manufacturer, provided you use the 
component based forecast consumption logic in 

SyteLine Forecasting).   These forecasts 
are used to drive the SyteLine 

planning (APS/MRP) system, 
which provides sugges-

tions on what should be 
made and purchased 
via the Material 
Planner’s Workbench.  
Notice I said “units”, 
not dollars, and I said 

“specific items”, not 
product groups.  

The SyteLine Forecasting appli-
cation is used to create item forecasts 

and calculate safety stock levels that are used by 
the SyteLine planning system.  It also has tools 
that allow you to analyze historical demand and 
compare that to what was forecasted and monitor 
the current forecasts versus the actual demand.   
With SyteLine Forecasting you are generally dealing 
at the item/unit level and using statistical models 
or collaborative/consensus approaches to build the 
material forecast.  

If planning in units of specific SKU’s doesn’t work 

“The SyteLine

Forecasting application is 

used to create item forecasts 

and calculate stock levels 

that are used by the 

planning system”

– Steve Baker, CPA, CPIM.  President, Business Technology Associates (BTA)  

Forecasting vs. 
Sales & Operations 

Planning



for you, then the S&OP approach may be better 
as it provides the ability to start by building a plan 
with dollars of product groups (a top down sales 
plan vs. a material demand plan) and then disag-
gregate this into a unit and item specific plan, which 
is needed to be able to compare your plans to the 
actual sales and production.   This is referred to by 
APICS (American Production and Inventory Control 
Society) and IBF (Institute of Business Forecasting) 
as an Annual Operating Plan (AOP)… which is what 
the SytePlan Workbench builds using the data in 
SyteLine.

Forecasting is typically a sub process of S&OP   
S&OP is an integrated business management process 
to align company activities to balance supply and 
demand.  Forecasting is just one part of the S&OP 
process, but S&OP does not necessarily require a 
Forecast, but it does require a plan, typically a Sales 
plan or an AOP.  Whereas the goal of Forecasting 
is to develop a unit forecast to drive the MRP/APS 
system… the goal of S&OP is to maximize customer 
fill rates, optimize inventory levels, and maximize 
profits by:

 • Establishing sales goals and managing 
    attainment
 • Supply chain management/production planning
 • Finished goods & WIP management
 • Backlog and on-time shipping management

This integrated process typically involves members 
from sales, production, material management, 
purchasing and accounting.   The S&OP team 
meets periodically in the form of three types of 
meetings… Demand Meeting, Supply Meeting, and 

the Executive Meeting.  It starts with creating a sales 
plan and then linking this with production plans and then 
managing operations to balance demand and supply 
using SytePlan S&OP tools that analyze SyteLine data.

Sales and Operations Planning with SyteLine
The SyteLine SytePlan application is used to develop a 
Sales and Operations Plan in dollars (and also units) at 
multi-dimensional group levels  (product code, family, 
territory, sales rep, whse, customer type, etc), which 
can be disaggregated into an item level unit plan and 
then compared to the forecasts.  This is used by many 
companies to come up with an annual operating plan 
(AOP: sales dollars, units, costs, margin ) and revise it 
quarterly, whereas material forecasts typically change 
every month.  Some companies develop a material 
forecast, then give it to the sales/marketing folks to 
analyze and adjust at the group level by dollars… i.e. the 
initial material demand forecast is the starting point for 
developing the AOP.   

Other companies develop the material forecast sepa-
rately from the AOP and just compare the material 
forecast to the AOP that sales/operations created.   Some 
companies just need material forecasts and no AOP.  
Others just want an AOP Sales/Operations plan and 
do not need a forecast to drive the APS/MRP planning 
system.  The latter benefit from what the SytePlan S&OP 
process offers which also includes a number of work-
benches and analytical tools to measure performance 
and balance supply/demand.   SytePlan’s tools also 
help facilitate weekly S&OP meetings with manufactur-
ing, purchasing, inventory, and sales managers working 
together to balance supply/demand.  

Continued on page 6

– Steve Baker, CPA, CPIM.  President, Business Technology Associates (BTA)  

- Purpose and Benefits
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When to use 
Forecasting vs. S&OP
Typically S&OP and SytePlan is 
used by sales, marketing, business 
planning, and operations people,  
whereas Forecasting is used by 
material planners… but this is 
a major generalization.   The 
best way to determine if either 
a Forecasting process or an 
S&OP process could benefit your 
company is to think about the 
primary goals of these processes.  
Forecasting is for driving the 
process of material planning, 
S&OP focuses on improving 
customer service, profitability and 
balancing supply and demand.   

A SyteLine consultant that is 
familiar with the functionality, 
implementation process, and 
results achieved with the SyteLine 
Forecasting and SytePlan appli-
cations can help you assess if 
either or both of these tools can 
efficiently help improve your 
company’s performance.   Your 
Infor sales contact can get you 
connected with someone who 
can help.

To learn more: 
www.BTAsystems.com/apps

Forecasting vs. 

Sales & Operations Planning, 

continued

The SytePlan workbench is used to develop a Sales & Operations Plan

SytePlan helps balance demand and supply and project inventory
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SytePlan Sales and Operations Planning
Develop an operations plan and manage performance with 
SyteLine tools that help synchronize the sales plan with the 
production plan and balance supply/demand.
   
•  Develop a plan of sales dollars and units by product 

group, customer type, site, territory, etc. 
•  Compare plans to forecasts, shipments, backlog, WIP 

and identify supply issues
•  Project sales and inventory through month end
•  Analyze rough cut capacity, on-time, turns, product 

margin

SyteLine Forecasting 
Streamline the process of developing forecasts that drive 
material planning (APS) with a flexible, powerful, SyteLine 
integrated workspace.
  
•  Calculate forecasts using statistical or multi-tiered 

collaborative methods
•  Graphically analyze forecasts, variances, demand history 

and sales by groups
•  Calculate optimum safety stock or reorder points with a 

click
•  Utilize Planning BOM and component level forecasting

Streamline Operations Management 
with SyteLine Tools from BTA

Want More Information?  BTAsystems.com/apps, (512)343-9600 or call your Infor rep

Improve 
productivity

Balance supply and 
demand

Improve forecasting 
processes

Manage inventory 
levels
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      SyteLine’s Featured
         “End User”

In each edition of the 

SUN UserMenu we are going 

to feature a Syteline 

“End User.”  

The person chosen will have an 

option to write an article and share 

their knowledge with the rest 

of the user base.  

To nominate an End User 

send your nomination to 

vendor-liaision@

sytelineusernetwork.com

SyteLine 
End User
Dean Giberson

Dean Giberson
Senior Systems Analyst, Bombardier Aerospace

For 15 years Dean, worked for Decision Resources, Inc. 
(DRI) in Pittsburgh, PA as their Software Development 
Manager.  DRI is one of the longest term business partners, 
of the many owners of SyteLine.  

However, Dean is now part of the user community working 
as the internal SyteLine developer at Bombardier Aerospace 
at their commercial air services division. In his current 
position Dean acts as project manager, business analyst, 
user support and in application development, along with 
database administration and application security. He has a 
strong knowledge, and a lot of experience, with all modules 
of SyteLine and with the toolset and MS SQL.  

Many of you may have attended Dean’s sessions or 
education days at past SUN conferences or Inforums. You 
can reach him by email: Dean.Giberson@aero.bombardier.com
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Validators are the unsung heroes of the Winstudio 
(Mongoose) toolset.  I have been developing in the toolset 
since early 2000 when the first version of SyteLine (7.00.00) 
was being developed.  It was a considerable change from 
the Progress version I had been working with and develop-
ing in.  The new toolset seemed almost too easy to use and 
I tended to over think some of the things I needed to do.

To begin there is some good documentation in the help 
text under customizing forms.  You can also download 
the most recent help text from the Infor 365 web site.  
The following is an excerpt from that documentation that 
explains validators better than I can.

“WinStudio provides an extensive facility for validating 
values in components. WinStudio validators are global 
objects that can be reused across multiple components 
and forms. You can associate one or more validators with 
a component.

WinStudio validators support a set of behaviors that 
allow for very efficient processing of the component. 
For instance, you can set up a validator that is related to 
the component list source in such a way that any value 
matching an item in the list is automatically considered 
valid. In many cases, this technique will eliminate round 
trips to the server. Moreover, you can set up validators that 
validate a value and also return output values to the form 
for functions like displaying associated descriptions or 
setting down-stream component defaults. This technique 
also eliminates round trips to the server.”

For a long time I did not recognize the value of using 
validators and used the data change event and the 
StdObjectSelectCurrentCompleted event to do a lot of 
things that would have been easier and better performing 

if I had used validators instead.  There are 14 types of vali-
dators that allow you to do many types of validation with 
relative ease.  Within each of the validator types there are 
almost limitless configurations you can set up for validation 
methods.  In this article I will focus on a few of the types 
that I am most familiar with and use most often.  I urge you 
to check out the help text and explore some of the others 
yourself.

Validators all execute in two modes, immediate or on 
navigation.  Navigation refers to anything that moves 
the pointer from the current row.  This would be clicking 
on another row, saving the record, hitting either refresh 
button on the toolbar etc.  In order to have the validator 
execute immediately you need to check the component’s 
property “validate immediately” to true.  Most of the time 
you want to set this value as it will alert the user as soon as 
they tab or click away from the component that the data is 
invalid rather than waiting until they try to save the record.  
This is especially an issue if you have many components 
that will validate and all or many of the components do 
not have the “validate immediately” property set to true.  
You can probably imagine the reaction of the user if they 
attempt to save a record and they get error after error 
that walks them back through the components after they 
thought they had entered the data correctly.

When would you use validators?  One specific place 
is for any required field.  But there is a property for 
required isn’t there?  Yes, except that the required 
property only ensures that the component is not 
left blank and it turns the component background 
to the color (default yellow) set in the parameters 
for the required values.  It does not require the 
data to be valid that needs a validator to be set up.  

– Dean Giberson     Syteline End User

Validators – The Unsung
Heroes on Winstudio.

Continued on page 10
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The validator in this case could be any of the 14 types 
but typically the required fields are also backed up by some 
kind of a list source.  In the case of a list source there are 
two options, either another table that contains valid entries 
or an inline list that is stored in the components list source 
itself.  Actually that is not true, there is a third option of a 
custom load method which is a list generated by a method 
but that is more advanced than most people use and 
beyond the scope of this article.

Infor has developed many valida-
tors for the existing forms and 
they are therefore available 
for reuse by anyone.  Many 
of them are very specific 
and would be hard to use 
however many are param-
eterized and can be reused 
with a little review of their 
contents to understand how 
they are validating and what the 
parameters are.  In the case of an inline 
list, that is a hardcoded list of valid values there 
is a validator that can be used as is.  It is named InInlineList.  
This validator simply makes sure that whatever list source 
of inline list type is attached to the component matches the 
value that is entered into the component.  For collection 
lists, that is, a list that is derived from data from another 
table (IDO collection) there is a validator type of in collection 
that can be used.  Normally you will need to develop a new 
one unless your list source is something standard like jobs, 
items, vendors and etc.  It is fairly simple to set these types 
up as it matches the list source information.  The same IDO 
should be used and the property to check is the property

bound to the component.  This type of validator is very 
efficient because it bypasses a trip to the database if the 
user uses the drop list to select a value.  In this case the 
validator validates because the assumption is if the data is 
in the list it is valid.  

This is important, as if the list is wrong the validation is 
wrong.  What do you mean Dean?  Well let’s say you are 
adding a job component on a form.  As you may know 
there are several types of job records in the job table.  They 
are types “S”,”E”, and “J”.  If you want the user to only be 

able to select type “J” (Job records as opposed to 
estimate jobs or standard or current jobs) 

then you will want the list source to 
be filtered for only type “J” jobs.  

If it is not the user can select 
an estimate or standard/
current job by mistake 
and unless the validator is 
filtered for “J” types the job 
will be considered valid even 

though it is not.  Worse, if 
the validator is filtered and the 

list source is not you will give your 
users an ulcer selecting from the list and 

then being told the value is invalid.

Another value of validators is that they can also pass any 
property from the list source to variables, components or 
properties on the form.  This is valuable in that you can 
default for the user other fields on the form whether read 
only or not to inform or assist the user’s experience.  An 
example would be the user selects a job and below the 
job you populate the item on the job the customer on the 
job and the current status and accumulated cost.  All this 
(and more) can come from the validator and be displayed 
instantly on the form.

Validators - The Unsung Heroes, 
continued...

“Infor has 

developed many validators 

for the existing forms and 

they are available for 

reuse by anyone”
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Other validators that you will typically use are numeric 
validators and alpha validators.  These two types are close 
to the same in that they allow you to select the typical 
Boolean logic of greater than, less than, equal etc.  These 
are handy for any data elements that have a range of valid 
values.  I have used these for chemistries in steel and costs 
of items.  For instance recently we had a request that most 
users could not do miscellaneous issues or quantity adjust-
ments of total cost over $1000.00.  This was a fairly simple 
task once I grabbed the cost from the item when selected 
and multiplied the quantity times that cost to get the total 
cost.  This is one case where I did not set the “validate 
immediately” property to true.  I needed to check the total 
cost after I had both the item cost and the quantity.  The 
total cost was only changed by a calculation done in a form 
script (VB.net).  

This brings me to an option you have to validate a 
component at any time during the user’s interaction with 
the form by calling the validator from VB.net (or VBA in 
SL7).  As in my example on the data change event of 
the item and the quantity components I called a form 
script method that calculated the total cost, set the value 
in the component and then called the validator on the 
total cost component that validated the value to be less 
than the $1000.00 limit (which by the way I stored the 
limit in a UET in a parameter record for future changes of 
mind).  This call is very simple and is as follows: ThisForm.
Components(“<component name>”).ValidateData(true/
false).  The true or false parameter on this method allow 
you to validate either only when the component is flagged 
as modified (false) or always (true).  The method returns a 
true or false that indicates if the validation passed or failed.  
In my case I didn’t care if it passed or failed for the VB.net 
code since the validator itself prevented the record from 
being saved and gave the user the message as to why it 
failed.  

If you wanted to check if the validator passed or failed you 
would use: 

If ThisForm.Components(“<component name>”).
ValidateData(true/false) = True (or false) then … 
whatever you need to do in that case.

The last type I will discuss specifically is the method call 
type.  This type in my opinion is the most powerful and with 
appropriate use will not inflict a performance hit on the user.  
The method call type allows you to call a stored procedure 
that can do anything any stored procedure can do like 
calculation, validate existence of data, validate the existing 
data is also within the criteria you determine you need and 
return a list of data as properties to populate on the form.  
One caution, if you use a method call validator make sure all 
the work that needs done is done in one stored procedure 
call so that there is only one round trip to the database.  
Otherwise you will adversely affect performance on the 
user experience.  Secondly, make sure you test the perfor-
mance of the stored procedure on worse case scenarios to 
verify that you have written the most efficient code you can 
so that performance is not affected.  Lastly, only use the 
method call when you can’t use any of the other types.

There is so much more I could write on this topic but I am 
limited on space.  Please do yourself a favor and check out 
the existing validators and how they are used by opening 
forms and checking the different components and see how 
they are validated.  Check out the help text.  It does have 
some good explanation of validators and their use.  Also, 
feel free to contact me by email with specific questions and 
I would be glad to assist you.

If you want more, please contact SUN and they may ask me 
to do a second article that follows where this one leaves off.  
Also, check out my session at the SUN conference in April 
where I will be discussing how to write T-SQL code.

Validators - The Unsung Heroes, 
continued...



This article will be discussing the gestation and matura-
tion of a job and what can happen if those stages happen 
to early or too late. This is a very important topic to 
understand, and will span a couple of installments.

Introduction

If you are a job shop, and spend any time with 
Dave Iles or any of the APS specialists 
at Infor, at some point the discus-
sion will be directed towards 
“Release Control”. In 
short, “Release Control” 
is the act of controlling 
the timing of when a 
job is changed from the 
“Firm” to “Released” 
status, also known as 
“releasing” the job.

There are two other important 
stages of a job’s life cycle:  when a 
“planned” order is firmed up or “firming” a job, 
and when a released job is completed or “complet-
ing” a job.  Getting the timing of all of this right will 
help everyone in the organization sleep better. I have 
observed from many APS & MRP implementations that 
clients are inclined to firm and release jobs too early, and 
complete them too late.

Let’s talk about the stages of a job’s life, how they are 
important, and what damage can be inflicted if the 
stages occur too early or too late.

The Planned PLN State

The first stage of a job’s life is the “planned” stage, 
also known as a PLN job. This is a job created inter-
nally by APS or MRP to satisfy a demand in the 
system not already satisfied by on-hand inventory or 
existing supply orders (jobs, purchase orders, etc.).  

You would never see this job in the job orders 
form, you will see it in the “Planning 

Detail” and “Material Planner 
Workbench”. 

When a job is in the PLN 
stage your planning 
engine has the most flex-
ibility, it can delete the 
planned order, or adjust 

its date and quantity. If 
the customer cancels their 

order, the planning engine can 
cancel the PLN.  If the customer 

changed the due date on their order, 
APS and MRP will automatically adjust the due dates 

on the PLN to match. Subsequently the dependent 
requirements will cascade down to lower levels of 
the BOM resulting is changes to other PLN’s.  (Some 
may say this is a detriment, not a benefit, but for con-
versations sake let’s say it’s in the plus column) If the 
current BOM changes, the changes are automatically 
reflected in planning.

For the most flexibility, you’ll want to keep your jobs 
in the planned state as long as possible.

“Release Control 

is the act of controlling 

the timing of when a job 

is changed from FIRM to 

RELEASED status”

          – Kurt Kiley   Chief Consultant and founder of Adams Automation

SyteLine APS – Zero 
to Hero, Article III  

Release Control
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The Firm State

Once a planned job is ready, a planner will firm 
it up through the “Material Planner Workbench” 
or through the “Planning Detail” form.  Firming a 
job sets the manufacture of a specific quantity of 
a specific item at a specific date.  A firmed job can 
have a BOM or not. If a BOM is not copied to it, 
then the planning engine will use the current BOM 
when the job is planned.

Firming a job reduces the flexibility the planning 
engine has, it can no longer 
control that job and now the 
planner must control the job.  
This is very important! Muy 
importante! Sehr wichtig! Once 
the job is firmed until it has 
been completed, the care and 
feeding of that job becomes your 
responsibility! If the customer 
cancels the order, YOU need to 
cancel the job. If the customer 
changes the delivery date, YOU 
need to change the job’s date. If 
you copied a BOM onto the job, 
then YOU need to update that 
BOM every time an ECN occurs. 
If the job makes a mess on the carpet, YOU need to 
clean it up! This needs to happen in real time, not 
once in a while when someone gets around to it.

Catch My Drift ?

If jobs are firmed up too early there will be many 
more of them too manage, every order that is 

firmed or released needs to be managed in the system. 
After a while its starts to get like spinning plates, the first 
couple might be doable, but once there are too many of 
them they all start crashing to the ground.

If jobs are not managed inside of the system, APS 
and MRP will generate bad plans. This is not good for 
anyone. It’s not enough to say, “They know what to 
do on the floor, I don’t need to update the job.”. They 
might know what to do on the floor, but the planning 
engine doesn’t. APS and MRP will always crank out plans 
based on the firm job, whether the data is good or not.

Let’s look at what can happen if the job 
is not updated. 

• Material comes in too early or too late.
• The wrong material is purchased.
• The wrong parts are built
• Orders miss their due date.
• Time is wasted working on jobs that   
    are not needed.
• Nobody trusts the system!
• And so on…

The worst case scenario that I’ve seen is 
APS creates a planned order and there 
is already an existing job for the same 
part! Oof-ah! On the exception report 

there is a receipt not needed message next to the job 
because the job has been supplanted by the new planned 
order.  The material is planned twice, once for the job 
and once for the planned order. OUCH!  Madness 
ensues as the second job hits the floor while the original 
one is still out there and no-one knows which is the right 
job. This ‘feature’ (only with APS not MRP) happens 

Continued on page 14

          – Kurt Kiley   Chief Consultant and founder of Adams Automation

– What it is and why you need it.
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when the end date of the job is after the need date of 
the item and APS can create a PLN to complete before 
the existing job.

More jobs mean more pages on the exception report. 
More pages for purchasing and planning! If you find it 
impossible to timely manage jobs in the system, it’s a 
good chance you are firming them way too early.

Follow-up

The next article will dive deeper into the right time to 
firm a job, and the other stages of a job’s life. Until 
then, find out what is the formal policy for firming and 

releasing jobs in your organization, and how often jobs 
are managed in the system.

Happy Trails!

Kurt Kiley is the Chief Consultant and founder of Adams 
Automation, an independent ERP and Technology 
Management consultancy (www.adamsautomation.com). 
By day he swings in on a vine and rescues clients from 
errant Syteline problems. By night he devours books on 
management and production control. In his spare time he 
can be found behind a lawnmower or with a paint brush, 
hammer, screw driver, saw or shovel in hand. Sometimes 
all of the above at the same time.

SyteLine APS – Zero to Hero, 
continued...
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SyteLine User Network
Conference @

Note:  All schedules shown here were current to 

time of Newsletter publication

Please check the website for the latest updates. Thanks!
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You know having a repeatable, consistent process enables 
greater quality control. And quality control helps ensure 
compliance in the manufacturing world. It also helps in 
the sales tax world. Two areas where manufacturers and 
distributors can develop quality processes that reduce 
cost and risk, as well improve performance, are selling to 
retailers and selling direct to consumers.

Selling to Retailers (Resellers)
Sales made that are intended for resale to consumers can 
be exempted from sales tax collection under a resale cer-
tificate. Resellers who want the benefit of the exemption 
must present manufacturers and distributors with current 
and effective proof of their resale intentions. The most 
common form of this proof is an Exemption Certificate.
 
Distributors with multiple resale customers must maintain 
and continually update exemption documentation for all 
their resellers as well as any associated ship-to locations in 
order to ensure the asserted resale exemption is valid and 
properly documented. A quality process for exemption 
certificates is more than a digital document storage 
location on your hard drive or server. The effort to scan in 
and maintain causes excessive manual labor that doesn’t 
improve workflow or audit-ability. 
 
In order to develop quality processes, most man-
ufacturers turn to automation.  An 
automated quality process for 
exemption certificate manage-
ment includes:

• Easy collection method 
– using a digital collection 
method enables you to 
leverage the Internet.

• Workflow control – a workflow process that enables 
easy review and approval as well as initiates renewal 
requests reduces the manual labor of researching 
and maintaining this information.

• Online approval – your tax department should 
always have oversight to ensure a certificate is 
accepted by the company. However, exemption 
certificate software should have validation criteria 
implemented as part of the design.

• Transaction and customer association – once you 
have the digital certificate, your process should 
include a method of associating that digital cer-
tificate with the customer and the appropriate 
tax-exempt transactions. Automated software for 
certificates should integrate or share information 
with your financial application as well as your tax 
decision engine to ensure accuracy and the availabil-
ity up-to-date information. 

Selling Direct to Consumers
A necessary element of selling direct to consumers 
today is a functional and accurate online interface to 
sell your products, parts and services via the Internet. 
Easy and fast integration of sales tax rules and rates is 

critical to making the checkout 
process trouble-free for 

your customer. It is your 
obligation to ensure that 
accurate and current rates, 
taxability rules and bound-
aries are applied for each 
taxable sale. However, not 
all products, services or 
parts are created equal.

– Avalara, Inc.

Continued on page 19

A Sales Tax 
       Quality Process 
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• Workflow control – a workflow process that enables 
easy review and approval as well as initiates renewal 
requests reduces the manual labor of researching 
and maintaining this information.

• Online approval – your tax department should 
always have oversight to ensure a certificate is 
accepted by the company. However, exemption 
certificate software should have validation criteria 
implemented as part of the design.

• Transaction and customer association – once you 
have the digital certificate, your process should 
include a method of associating that digital cer-
tificate with the customer and the appropriate 
tax-exempt transactions. Automated software for 
certificates should integrate or share information 
with your financial application as well as your tax 
decision engine to ensure accuracy and the availabil-
ity up-to-date information. 

Selling Direct to Consumers
A necessary element of selling direct to consumers 
today is a functional and accurate online interface to 
sell your products, parts and services via the Internet. 
Easy and fast integration of sales tax rules and rates is 

critical to making the checkout 
process trouble-free for 

your customer. It is your 
obligation to ensure that 
accurate and current rates, 
taxability rules and bound-
aries are applied for each 
taxable sale. However, not 
all products, services or 
parts are created equal.

Selecting an automated solution that integrates 
with your online shopping cart to deliver instanta-
neous and accurate sales tax calculations is critical to 
customer satisfaction. Adjusting the sales tax after 
the shopping cart experience delivers a final cost can 
cause heartburn with your customers when they see 
that the online statement does not match their credit 
card amount. 

When considering solutions to enable you to create 
a quality process around sales tax compliance that 
reduces cost and risk, and improves efficiency and 
accuracy, look to the experts in sales tax: Avalara. 
Avalara’s AvaTax services helps hundreds of manu

facturers and distributors today to realize improved 
workflow and eliminate wasted time and effort.

Sales tax management with a quality process is easier 
than you think. Seamless integration with hundreds of 
business applications makes Avalara’s AvaTax a turn-key 
solution. Implementing AvaTax means you are employing 
quality process methodologies to your sales tax compli-
ance liabilities in order to virtually eliminate your audit 
exposure and reduce costs. 

Learn more at www.avalara.com/syteline or call 
877.780.4848 and ask how AvaTax can help your 
business create a quality process around sales tax com-
pliance. 

Avalara can help.

Contact us now: 877-780-4848 • www.avalara.com

col lecting and managing customer exemption certificates?

fi l ing sales tax returns in multiple jurisdictions? 

spending too much time managing sales tax compliance?

Visit www.avalara.com/syteline

 Look for us at  April 22-25, in Denver, CO

– It’s Easier Than You Think!
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Enterprise organizations using Infor SyteLine are rapidly 
entering ecommerce space as a way to simultaneously reach 
new customers, increase sales and cut costs. However, 
ecommerce is new territory for many of these organizations, 
and while they are experts within their own industries, the 
successful launch of an ecommerce site that integrates with 
SyteLine can be daunting. In addition, these organizations 
may have already attempted to launch an ecommerce site in 
the past. Not only were these attempts expensive, 
they also affected the long-term 
customer adoption rate of the site 
– leaving companies question-
ing whether ecommerce is 
right for a company using 
Infor SyteLine after all. 

Rest assured that 
ecommerce is a perfect 
way for B2B and B2C 
companies using Infor 
SyteLine to increase their sales 
and improve efficiencies while 
cutting costs. With careful consideration 
of seven key questions, successful implementation 
of a B2B or B2C ecommerce site cannot only be realized, but 
add significant value to an organization’s bottom line. 

What is your long-term ecommerce plan?  
Most organizations do their due diligence when gathering 
project requirements and creating implementation timelines 
for their SyteLine ecommerce initiatives. However, the initial 
project scope often concludes with the ecommerce website 
going live and does not consider the total life cycle of the 
site. The concept that an ecommerce site is finished when it 

is available on the Web is short-sighted. Most SyteLine 
ecommerce sites are implemented as a primary sales 
channel for the company, and as such, they should be 
viewed in line with a large software deployment initia-
tive. Such software deployments plan for quarterly 
and annual upgrades, as well as new versions of the 
software over the first three years after the installation 
is completed. Ecommerce initiatives should be handled 
in a similar manner. Like so many instances in the 

world of technology, consumer expectations are 
constantly evolving and changing.  To 

remain relevant, your ecommerce 
site must keep pace. The 

easiest way to do this is to 
plan for future changes at 
the start of the project. 
Scheduling revisions and 
updates allows a B2B 
company to add new 

features and functional-
ity while planning for the 

time, cost and testing that is 
necessary to successfully add such 

features. 

What is your budget strategy for the future?  
Too often companies only consider the initial costs of 
launching an ecommerce initiative, as in, “What will it 
cost to get the site live?” While this is a valid question 
that addresses the initial cost of launching a B2B or 
B2C ecommerce site, it does not consider total cost of 
ownership. Maintaining an ecommerce site over time 
requires ongoing investment to ensure that the site 
stays fresh and ahead of the competition. Examples of 
essential ongoing investment activities for ecommerce 

– Linda Taddonio      Chief Ecommerce Strategy Officer, Insite Software

        SyteLine 
     eCommerce Success 

“With careful

consideration of seven 

key questions, successful 

implementation of an eCommerce 

site cannot only be realized, 

but add significant value to 

an organization”
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include site design updates, adding new site function-
ality, adding new products to the site, updating site 
photography and regular site promotions. Planning 
a budget for Years 2 and 3 will ensure that your 
company stays ahead of the pack.

How will you brand your B2B portal?  
Quite often, B2B organizations spend significant 
dollars on their public-facing 
websites, but spend little-to-
nothing on the design of their 
B2B user portal. These portals 
are often created by develop-
ers who are not accustomed 
to building a user interface for 
a large audience of customers 
and, as a result, the portals 
fall victim to poor design and 
lack of usability. Additionally, 
a user portal is often thought 
of in terms of its function, not 
on how it looks or whether it 
is appealing to its users. Many 
user portals are ecommerce 
eye-sores because of this 
over-emphasis on Spartan 
functionality. Such a scenario 
can be avoided by engaging 
your marketing group, and if appropriate, an outside 
agency, to design a portal that is highly intuitive to 
use and is consistent with your brand. While this will 
increase your short-term project budget, it will ulti-
mately have a positive impact on the use and success 
of your portal. 

Who is on your project team?  
Putting the right internal project team in place is often 
one of the most challenging aspects of a B2B or B2C 
ecommerce launch. Teams can make or break any project 
and ecommerce initiatives are not immune. 

The main ecommerce project team issue for most 
companies is creating a team that is composed of indi-

viduals from one department or 
area of the company. Projects led 
by one department—marketing or 
IT, for example—without collabora-
tion and buy-in from other areas of 
the company, are doomed from the 
beginning. If marketing is in charge, 
IT will feel that its concerns are not 
being addressed. If IT leads the 
charge, marketing may not secure 
the promotional functionality they 
need to meet their sales goals. When 
forming your project team, keep in 
mind that ecommerce touches all 
areas and levels of your organization, 
even if it doesn’t seem that way at 
first. A successful internal ecommerce 
project team includes an executive 
sponsor, internal project manager, 
marketing/agency resources, devel-

opment/software resources, and a testing team that includes 
potential users from outside the organization. This combina-
tion of resources will help ensure your site’s success. 

What are your plans for integration to Infor SyteLine?  
Integration of your ecommerce site with Infor SyteLine and 
your other back-end business systems is essential. Without 

– Linda Taddonio      Chief Ecommerce Strategy Officer, Insite Software

        SyteLine 
     eCommerce Success 

Continued on page 22

– Seven Questions to Ask When Beginning 
   a SyteLine Ecommerce Initiative
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this vital link between systems, day-to-day business 
generates multiple databases, silos of information, and 
inconsistent pricing and product details between systems. 
Lack of integration with Infor SyteLine also increases labor 
costs to manage the manual updating process for each 
system and increases the chance for error.  Integration 
eliminates double entry of information and out-of-stock 
issues, allows you to show customer-specific pricing on 
your ecommerce site, manages whether or not tax is 
applied to an order, pushes shipping costs back to SyteLine 
for easy billing to the customer, and expedites the order 
fulfillment process. The cost of integrating with SyteLine 
will increase your overall price tag for ecommerce, but the 
associated cost is worth it as you avoid creating an un-
tethered and expensive monster that must be dealt with 
down the road. 

Does your ecommerce vendor have experience 
with integration to Infor SyteLine?  
You understand how important integration to Infor 
SyteLine is to your ecommerce initiative and you asked 
your vendor about it. They assure you they could “get the 
integration done.” Before you sign the deal, make sure 
they can prove that they integrate to Infor SyteLine on a 
regular basis. The reality is that many ecommerce providers 
are not capable of providing you with complete integra-
tion to your back-end systems. Anyone can say that they 
can provide ecommerce integration—don’t hesitate to ask 
them to prove it. Any company worth their salt will appre-
ciate the inquiry and will gladly show you their portfolio of 
live, successful ecommerce sites that integrate with Infor 
SyteLine and will demo how that integration is working on 
behalf of the company as well as the end user. Asking the 
tough questions now will save you the pain of finding out 
they couldn’t “get it done” later. 

What is your ultimate goal for your ecommerce site?  
This question might seem obvious at first blush—you 
want your ecommerce site to help you sell more products. 
However, “selling more” is probably not the benchmark 
you will use one year after your site goes live to determine 
whether the project was successful. Define what ecommerce 
success looks like now—you can always revise it later. 
Having a clear and measurable goal in mind will ensure that 
you can measure your success in the future. Would a 10% 
adoption rate by your customers constitute success? What 
if it were 80%? What if the site reduces calls to Customer 
Service by 25%? In a recent project a company required 
that at least 50% of its non-EDI orders to come through 
the ecommerce portal within 18 months for the project 
to be considered a success. After 7 months, 95% of their 
non-EDI orders were coming in via the ecommerce site - an 
overwhelming success! There’s no right or wrong answer 
when setting a success target for your site, but knowing 
what you are measuring from the outset will help you 
determine if your project has been successful. 

Conclusion 
There’s no doubt that more and more companies who 
use Infor SyteLine are taking their products online with 
ecommerce. The savvy ones are not only considering how 
to get their products online, but how to maximize their 
site’s success over the long term while integrating with 
Infor SyteLine. Considering your long-term ecommerce 
strategy, budget, goals and project team will ensure that 
your ecommerce site is successful for years to come.

Linda Taddonio is Chief Ecommerce Strategy Officer 
at Insite Software. She can be reached at ltaddonio@
insitesoft.com or you can read her monthly blog posts on 
ecommerce Insites at blog.insitesoft.com.

SyteLine eCommerce Success, cont.
– Seven Questions to Ask When Beginning 

   a SyteLine Ecommerce Initiative
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To the Cloud!
“Yea, Cloud!” the woman half-heartedly exclaims after 
connecting to her home PC in order to watch recorded TV 
shows while stuck at the airport.  That scene appears in 
one of three “To the Cloud!” commercials Microsoft began 
running in 2010 which inform us how the “Cloud” will 
make our lives richer and more fulfilling, yet is very short on 
details.  What’s interesting is that two of the three commer-
cials, by most definitions, really don’t have anything to do 
with the “Cloud”.  For example, the woman at the airport 
is actually using the internet and remote desktop access to 
connect to her home PC.  

This is technology that has been 
around for years.  Cloud 
computing is often defined as 
a way of centralizing appli-
cations and freeing users 
from configuring and main-
taining their own hardware.  
The technology utilized in this 
commercial is the opposite of this 
definition of cloud computing.  If 
our stranded traveler had used a tablet to 
connect to Netflix to watch movies, then we would have 
cloud computing. But these aren’t Microsoft products.  

The point of the commercials is to build market awareness.  
Microsoft is attempting to create a market for cloud services, 
although it never attempts to tell us what the “Cloud” is.  
All we’re told is we need it, but it leaves us confused about 
what it really means. 

The problem is that every software company wants to be 
associated with cloud computing, but each defines it differ-
ently to fit their own set of products and services.
  
What is the Cloud?
A technical audience might prefer a definition such as – 
“Data center based, multi-tenanted, virtualized scalable 

and elastic service delivered over a wide area network.”  
Or we could use the Gartner Group definition – “a style 
of computing where scalable and elastic IT-related 
capabilities are provided ‘as a service’ to external 
customers using internet technologies.”

Those definitions might work for some, but have 
little meaning to most business owners, managers 
and end users of applications.  A more useful defini-
tion is one that focuses not on the technology but 
the desired outcome.  One that I use in our business 
is – “Your applications are available to you from any 

Internet connected device for a fixed monthly fee”.  
The point being that the complexity of 

managing and in many cases owning 
the hardware and application is 

largely moved off premise.

What’s new?
When discussing the “Cloud” 

Gartner Senior Analyst Ben Pring 
comments - “It’s become the phrase 

du jour”.  So after all of this marketing 
buzz, can someone tell us what’s really different 

and special?
  
Consider Oracle CEO Larry Ellison’s view – “The 
interesting thing about cloud computing is that we’ve 
redefined cloud computing to include everything that 
we already do.  I can’t think of anything that isn’t 
cloud computing with all of these announcements.  
The computer industry is the only industry that is more 
fashion-driven than women’s fashion.  Maybe I’m an 
idiot, but I have no idea what anyone is talking about.  
What is it?  It’s complete gibberish.  It’s insane.  When 
is this idiocy going to stop?  

We’ll make cloud computing announcements.  I’m not 
going to fight this thing.  But I don’t understand what 
we would do differently in the light of cloud.”

– Russ Baxley     Vice President, Watermark Solutions

    SyteLine in 
       the Cloud

The truth about 

cloud computing is 

that it’s a rebranding 

of existing services
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The truth about cloud computing is that it’s really a 
rebranding of existing services.  The Service Bureau 
and time-sharing was introduced in the 1960’s, the 
1990’s brought us hosting and the Application Service 
Provider, and now we have the “Cloud”.  The underly-
ing desired result with all of these services is to enable 
customers to outsource their business applications.

For example, our company 
has been hosting SyteLine 
since 1999 (our Customers 
were in the cloud before 
there was a cloud).  Until 
SyteLine 8, we delivered 
the application thru Citrix 
or Terminal Services (RDP).  
The reality is that costs 
are increased due to these 
licenses.  Our customers still 
found it very economical and 
were provided with a quick 
return on investment even 
when running earlier versions 
of SyteLine.  As the SyteLine 
technology advanced 
allowing SyteLine to run 
directly over the Internet 
(without the need for Citrix 
or Terminal Services licenses), 
costs were reduced further 
and made the value proposi-
tion for running SyteLine off 
premise even more compel-
ling.

So there wasn’t a “eureka!” moment where a scientist 
in a secret lab discovered the “Cloud”.  It’s been a 
multi-decade long process of technological improve-
ments that has allowed off-premise computing to 
become more cost effective and reliable.  When 
combining that with market awareness due to com-

mercials like Microsoft’s and countless “Cloud” articles, real 
demand has increased.  This is what’s new.

Where is it going?
What’s interesting is that much of this demand has been 
driven by the experience and expectations of consumers.  
Services such as iTunes has revolutionized the music business 

(see Tower Records bankruptcy).  
Netflix and various cable or satellite 
providers give us the ability to 
stream movies (see Blockbuster 
bankruptcy).  Kindle and others 
provide the capability to download 
books to your favorite reader 
(see Borders bankruptcy).

The common thread is that these 
are really cloud services.  I get my 
data when I want it; all I need to do 
is connect to the service.  Gone are 
the days of the bait and switch at 
movie rental stores – “I wanted the 
new blockbuster hit, but they were 
out so I settled on Gigli.”  Now you 
don’t need to buy an entire CD to 
get that one song you want.

If you are using webmail services 
such as Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail 
or others, you’re already in the 
“Cloud” because you can access 
your data from any device with 
Internet access.

With this increased level of service from consumer applica-
tions, business owners and managers only naturally begin to 
have the same expectations for their business applications.  
We see more asking – “why do I need all of this hardware 
and software along with the time required to manage every-
thing?”

– Russ Baxley     Vice President, Watermark Solutions

Continued on page 6

SyteLine in the Cloud, continued
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SyteLine in the Cloud, continued

 
 

The Gartner Group projects that by 2012, twenty percent 
of businesses will own no IT assets.”  I’m not sure how 
reliable that prediction is, but I do believe that technology 
is moving to the background.  It’s becoming less about the 
device and more about the user.  Companies are moving 
the complexity, management and deployment of applica-
tions offsite to the point where technology is consumed as 
a service.

Benefits
Below are the typical benefits of a outsource model:

• Low Risk – Cloud services can be offered on a month 
to month contract basis for a fixed fee.  This means 
no long term contracts, no budget overruns and no 
surprise expenses.

• Support Growth – Capacity is maintained ahead of 
demand, so there is no delay in adding large numbers 
of users.  This is a great benefit to high growth 
Companies.

• Improved ROI – Since infrastructure costs are monthly 
expenses instead of capital expenditures, the return on 
investment number is better than buying and running 
on premise.

• Security and Stability – Redundant systems in place 
with no single point of failure with the application and 
data residing in a Tier IV data center.  Backups are 
made and move near real-time to other data centers.  
Support is typically 24 X 7.  In the outsourced envi-
ronment, more money is spent on infrastructure and 
personnel than a Company running the application on 
premise would spend.

• Rapid Implementation – Most infrastructure issues 
are removed from the implementation plan, allowing 
the implementation to start quickly.

• Reduced Costs - Typical upfront savings of 60% to 
90% and 30% to 50% in annual savings.

• Business Focus - “Do what you do best and 
outsource the rest”.  Manufacturing Companies 
are in the business of designing, producing and 
selling a product – not running an IT department.  
Outsourcing allows the management to focus on 
core business issues.

SyteLine in the Cloud
As I mentioned earlier, our Company has been 
providing “Cloud” services for SyteLine, Microsoft 
Office, Exchange email and other mission critical 
applications since 1999 (see www.sytelink.com).  
Services are provided at a flat monthly fee and often 
on a month to month contract basis.  Our clients 
often try this model out during an implementation or 
upgrade process.

Definitions
Here are some definitions of various forms of cloud 
computing along with related services and technologies.  

Application Service Provider (ASP):  An ASP is a 
business that provides on-demand software, typically 
via the internet, for a flat monthly fee.  The fee 
includes all data center hardware and software costs, 
leaving only the cost of local clients and internet fees 
to the customer.  A term coined in 1996, but has fallen 
out of favor and has been largely replaced by SaaS. 
 
Hosting:  A broad term related to the outsourcing 
of some or all of the application to a service provider 
for a flat monthly fee.  The fee typically includes all 
data center hardware and operating system software, 
but not necessarily application software costs.  For 
example with the SyteLink hosting service provides 
the datacenter hardware, operating system software, 
backups and Microsoft SQL licenses.  However, the 
SyteLine software is still licensed separately thru Infor, 
but installed and managed by the SyteLink service.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS):  Provisioning of 
servers, operating systems, storage and network com-
ponents to a customer on a pay as you go basis. 
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IaaS typically does not include the enterprise applica-
tion (i.e. – SyteLine).  For example, you could contract 
with an IaaS provider to have all of the datacenter 
hardware and operating system in the cloud and 
managed by the service provider, but you would 
still need to license, install and manage SyteLine.   
Pricing models can be somewhat complex with your 
costs based on processing power used, memory 
allocated, storage used, uptime and bandwidth 
consumed.  Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
and Rackspace are examples of IaaS.  Sometimes 
referred to as Hardware as a Service (HaaS).

Multi-Tenancy:  Cloud hosted applications where 
multiple customers share a single instance of the 
software and share hardware, although they only 
have access to their data.  Sharing one instance of 
the software and hardware provides the most cost 
effective outsourcing option.  Multi-tenancy can 
have drawbacks like force marching all customers to 
a new version or limiting the flexibility of configur-
ing the application for a customer’s unique business 
requirements.

Platform as a Service (PaaS):  Provides development 
environments as a cloud service.  Has all of the attri-
butes of IaaS, but also adds the ability to build your 
own applications and run them on the service pro-
vider’s infrastructure.  Think of running the SyteLine 
toolset in the cloud.  You can build your own Items 
form, Customer form, etc., but the functionality 
doesn’t exist until you build it.  Microsoft Azure and 
Google App Engine are examples of PaaS.

Software as a Service (SaaS):  The application and 
everything required to run it from a data center is 
included in the pricing.  It means no upfront invest-
ment in servers or software licensing by the customer.  
Pricing varies from a subscription to a pay as you 
go model.  Salesforce.com is by far the best known 
example.  Google Docs and Microsoft 365 are other 
examples.  Infor offers SyteLine in a SaaS model.  
Because SaaS is often delivered in a multi-tenant 

model, there can be certain limitations in the changes and 
configurations you can make to the application.  Also, you 
might be forced marched to new versions of the software 
since all users would need to upgrade at the same time. 

Virtualization:  Virtualization is emulating computer 
hardware with software, so that multiple emulated 
computers can run simultaneously on a single physical 
server.  For example, with one physical server at the same 
time there can be running one instance of Windows 
Server 2008, two instances of Windows Server 2003, two 
instances of Windows 7, etc.  VMWare is a leading provider 
of virtualization software and is supported by SyteLine.

SyteLine in the Cloud, continued
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An Introduction...

For those of you, who do not know me, let me 
introduce myself. My name is Ken Kemp and I am 
running for the position of president of SUN. In my 
other life, I have been with Brentwood Industries for 
over 17 years with the last 12 as the IT Manager. 
Brentwood has been a SyteLine user since 1996 when 
we started using SYMIX 4.0. We upgraded multiple 
times since then and are now on Syteline 8.00.11 and 
looking to go to 8.03. I have been attending SUN 
conferences for many years. From the Myrtle Beach to 
Orlando to Indianapolis to Nashville back to Orlando 
and so on. You get the idea. I have been around for 
a while. 

For the last three years, I have served as Secretary/
Treasurer. While in that role, the SUN Board has tran-
sitioned to a Non-Profit corporation. We have created 
a stable financial situation which allows for SUN to 
provide more benefits for you, the users. We provided 
networking opportunities with other SyteLine users at 
our National conference. We also held some regional 
meetings as well. There will be more to come. 

With the country starting to come out of its recession, 
the SUN is as well. Our membership has been low 
that last few years. This year our goal is to reach 500 
member companies. We are very close to achieving 
this goal. As of this writing, we are at about 450 
members. In order to reach this goal, you can help. If 
you know of companies using Syteline, ask them to 
join SUN. You as a member already know the benefits 
of SUN.  If I become your president, next year our goal 
will be 750 members and together, we will reach 750. 

 
While there are many existing benefits to being a 
SUN member, as president, I will look to keep increas-
ing those benefits. For example, we are currently 
working to add a voting enhancement option to the 
SUN website. On this site, you will be able to submit 
enhancement requests for SyteLine and also vote for 
requests you would like to see. With the power of all 
of you behind these requests, we are the voice of the 
users and we will have Infor’s attention. We will get 
the most popular requests added to Syteline. There 
are other ideas we are working on as well which we 
will announce in the coming months.

If elected, you can be sure that I will have plenty of 
help. Our current acting President and Vice-President 
Bruce Carter will continue on with the SUN Board. His 
many years of experience will not only help mentor me 
in the new position but continue to provide valuable 
knowledge to the group. TJ Counts is also another key 
member to the SUN Board. She has that Midwest flare 
that keeps the group on its toes. Together the SUN 
Board and you will make this the best possible user 
group out there. 

If you elect me as your president, I will work to 
promote the SUN’s mission “Working together to 
accomplish more”. For those of you I have met in the 
past, I look forward to seeing you again. For those I 
have not met, I look forward to meeting all of you in 
the future.

Secretary/
Treasurer,
Syteline User 
Network
Ken Kemp
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*Over 50,000 SyteLine end users utilize Doc-Trak, Shop-Trak and/or Enterprise Analytics every business day

Contact The Lake Companies, Inc. 
at 920.406.3030 or visit www.lakeco.com to learn more. 

Over  50,000  SyteLine users can’t be wrong*

EFFICIENT REAL-TIME PAPERLESS 

Doc-Trak
 Â Paperless Electronic Document Storage/Retrieval
 Â See relevant documents in an instant, directly from SyteLine 
 Â Capture, archive, email and link SyteLine PO’s, Invoices, etc.
 Â Free videos at www.Lakeco.com/Doc-Trak

 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT FOR SYTELINE

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT FOR SYTELINE

SHOP FLOOR EXECUTION FOR SYTELINE
Shop-Trak

 Â Improve velocity and drive efficiency on the shop floor
 Â Track jobs in real-time
 Â Strengthen job costing accuracy
 Â Touch screen simplicity
 Â Free videos at www.Lakeco.com/Shop-Trak

 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT FOR SYTELINE

Enterprise Analytics
 Â Easily analyze SyteLine information
 Â Make more informed business decisions
 Â Monitor company performance in real-time
 Â Free videos at www.Lakeco.com/EA

BUSINESS ANALYTICS FOR SYTELINE

powered by

http://forevergreenmanufacturing.tv
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The SyteLine User Network page on LinkedIn now 
has subgroups for SyteLine SQL Discussions, SyteLine 
Progress, Meetings/Conferences/Events, and now SyteLine 
Configurator.  Make sure to join a subgroup to have a more 
specific discussion area.  

Learn more at www.sytelineusernetwork.com

SyteLine is

Spring 2012 SUN    
       News & Notes

www.SytelineUserNetwork.com

Our website has not only received a must-needed facelift, it has 
undergone a complete transformation!

You can now find news and updates, plus keep up with events by 
visiting our new events calendar.  

We have also expanded and improved our members area.  
You can easily edit your own profile, access member resources, 
search for other members, download logos, add users or get up to 
the minute conference information and register for them too!

More new features are on the way, keep checking in for updates.

Be sure to register and come see “Big Blue” peer in our Conference!
April 22nd - 25th • Colorado Convention Center  •  Denver, Colorado



Change of Address: Old Address

Name ____________________________________

Company ____________________________________

Address   ____________________________________

City ____________________________________

State ______________ Zip  ________________

Phone   (           )  ___________________________

Fax   (           )  ___________________________

Email ____________________________________

New Address

Name ____________________________________

Company ____________________________________

Address   ____________________________________

City ____________________________________

State ______________ Zip  ________________

Phone   (           )  ___________________________

Fax   (           )  ___________________________

Email ____________________________________

SEND TO: Ken Kemp • PMP #10085 • 300 International Drive, Williamsville, NY 14221

SyteLine User Network
 Board of Directors

Acting President
Vice President

Bruce Carter
Harper International

716-430-3113  
vice-president@sytelineusernetwork.com

Secretary/Treasurer

Ken Kemp
Brentwood Industries

(610) 236-1127
treasurer@sytelineusernetwork.com

Vendor Liaison

TJ (Tammy) Counts
CE Machine Co., Inc.

(316) 942-0411 
vendor-liaision@sytelineusernetwork.com
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IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Proposed Bylaw Change

This change will be voted on during the SUN 

luncheon at the SUN Annual Conference.

The proposed change to the bylaws is as 

follows:  

    • Update the group name as per the 

       new corporation.

Proposed Bylaw change has also been 

uploaded to our website:

www.sytelineusernetwork.com/sun-resources/

summary/6-financial-information/

176-proposed-bylaws-april-2012
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